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Full Circle Season 1: The series from Neil LaBute aims to examine "the human condition and relationships through a
series of conversations between 11 people", whose lives are intertwined, unbeknownst to them.

Her attempts to adjust to the new town are crushed when five of her classmates, Adam Conant Thomas Dekker
, Diana Meade Shelley Hennig , Faye Chamberlain Phoebe Tonkin , Melissa Glaser Jessica Parker Kennedy ,
and Nick Armstrong Louis Hunter , reveal to Cassie that she comes from a long line of witches and is the final
member of their coven; with her they are able to unlock the full extent of their powers. Initially Cassie refuses
to believe that she is a witch, even after Adam helps her to unlock her powers. It is only after she discovers an
old leather-bound book of spells left to her by her late mother, Amelia, that Cassie begins to accept her power.
Circle members[ edit ] Cassie Blake played by Britt Robertson is a newly discovered witch who, since the
death of her mother, Amelia, has resided in the town of Chance Harbor, Washington. Adam Conant played by
Thomas Dekker is a natural born witch and one of the two male members of the Circle. Adam is instantly
attracted to Cassie Blake, despite his relationship with Diana Meade. It is Adam who helps Cassie unlock her
powers and encourages her to join the Circle. The attraction that he and Cassie share causes a strain in his
relationship with Diana. Faye Chamberlain played by Phoebe Tonkin is an eccentric and free-spirited witch
who uses her powers recklessly and selfishly. Frequently brash and irresponsible, Faye often challenges
authority. She is best friends with Melissa Glaser. Diana Meade played by Shelley Hennig is a witch and the
responsible, but strict leader of the Circle. She also has dark magic and Balcoin blood. In contrast to her
counterparts, Melissa is more quiet and keeps to herself, but she is responsible and loyal to the Circle. Nick
Armstrong played by Louis Hunter ; regular in episodes 1â€”5 and is the second male member of the Circle.
Prior to the start of the show, he and Melissa Glaser developed a sexual relationship. He showed reluctance to
make it anything more than just about sex. After being threatened by Faye Chamberlain, however, he began to
act nicer to Melissa and their relationship deepened. He used to work for a group of witch hunters, thinking
that witchcraft was responsible for the death of his family, before finding out that his parents were dead
because the witch hunters killed them. He has an interest in Cassie Blake but a sexual relationship with Faye
Chamberlain throughout the show. While initially she acts as though she does not know about the Circle,
Cassie eventually realizes that they need her help and tells her the truth. While she and Charles act as a team,
she is the more sadistic of the two. However, she also prefers to have Charles do the work, including
murdering Amelia Blake. She often butts heads with Faye, who accidentally kills her when her power was out
of control. Dawn manages to revive her with a crystal, leaving her with a broken arm. Sally then becomes
suspicious of Cassie, Adam, Diana, Nick, Melissa and Faye, especially after they left the hallway a mess from
using their powers, but still tries to be friends with Cassie. She does not appear after "Loner". Luke played by
Zachary Abel is a boy who is friends with Adam and is attracted to Cassie when she first arrives in Chance
Harbor. Through Adam, he asks her to the school dance in "Loner" but amicably leaves her after she ditches
him. He is an alcoholic, and owns the Boathouse Bar and Grill where Adam works. He eventually tells Diana
that Adam is destined to be with Cassie, resulting in their breakup. Later he recovers from his alcoholism,
realizing he needs to be a better father. He has a rivalry with Charles Meade, mentioning multiple times that he
has always been a bully. He also hates John Blackwell, at one point trying to kill him. He does not appear after
"Lucky". At the beginning of the series she is killed by Charles Meade to bring Cassie back to Chance Harbor,
but is mentioned many times throughout the series. She stopped the demons Blackwell summoned at the
boatyard fire, and was stripped of her powers along with Charles, Dawn and Ethan. In a flashback, it is
revealed she also knew Blackwell was the father of Diana. Isaac played by JR Bourne is a high-ranking
member of the witch hunters. He is the one who Jake reports to regularly, and even after leaving the witch
hunters, Jake still seems to have some respect for him. His faction of the witch hunters is called the "True
Believers". Ian played by Richard Harmon is a witch hunter. He first appears in "Masked" trying to kill the
Circle. Eben played by Sammi Rotibi is the leader of the witch hunters who will do anything to kill them,
especially John Blackwell. After Blackwell returns, Eben summons demons into himself to protect him and
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aid him in killing witches, which causes a rift with Isaac and other witch hunters. After seeing Cassie in the
memory, she goes to meet her to warn her about the witch hunters, but is later revealed to be working for the
witch hunters, as she was sixteen years ago. He comes to Chance Harbor after being called by Ethan Conant,
to determine whether or not the next generation is practicing. Dawn kills him after he says he will alert the
elders. Charles hides his body twice at his house, but it is eventually found. She is suspicious when Diana tells
her Charles and Dawn are dating, and confronts Dawn. Dawn later puts on a facade, where she may have
attempted to poison her, causing a rift with Charles. She tries to kill Cassie to destroy her dark magic but fails,
and informs Charles that she knows what he has done. She returns in "Family", where she gives Charles and
Dawn her power to save the children. He is a witch from another Circle. He realizes Cassie has dark magic
and tries to warn her, but is stopped by Jake. He later appears as a hallucination to Jake when he is sick. He
returns to Chance Harbor after Cassie contacts him with his medallion. It is unclear what his intentions are
until the final episodes, where it is revealed he fathered Cassie and Diana and caused all other female members
of the Circle to get pregnant by their boyfriends, and then go to the boatyard, which he knew was a trap, to
make their children orphans he could easily manipulate to form his own circle of dark magic. His plans are
ultimately stopped by Cassie and Diana. He also had an affair with Dawn, but it did not work because when it
started Dawn was already pregnant with Faye. Lee LaBeque played by Grey Damon is a practitioner of
voodoo magic. Faye tracks him down in an attempt to get her solo magic back. He does a few things, but they
all have consequences Faye dislikes, and she believes he is using her. He is using her magic to revive his
girlfriend who is in a coma, but he and Faye also develop feelings for each other. He later realizes that Faye
and Melissa are witches after a party and an argument with Lee. In "Crystal" he attempts to steal one of the
crystals, but the Circle stops him and "marks" him, ordering him to never return to Chance Harbor. He and
Diana develop an instant attraction to each other, but problems arise because he lied to her about owning the
boat he just works on it , and she is a witch. He later offers her to leave Chance Harbor with him.
Chapter 2 : Full Circle (Broken Pieces, #2) by Riley Hart
The Full Circle TV show mixes the excitement of MMA & family drama in one of the most action packed new fall TV
shows, exclusively on DIRECTV's Audience Network.

Chapter 3 : Full Circle (TV Series â€“ ) - IMDb
Refuge, Torchlight, Pathways (Full Circle Series #3), Treasure (Full Circle Series #4), Chosen, and Firestorm.

Chapter 4 : Full Circle Reviews - Metacritic
Find Full Circle (Series 1) - 2-DVD Box Set (Full Circle - Series One) [ NON-USA FORMAT, PAL, Reg.0 Import Netherlands ] at racedaydvl.com Movies & TV, home of thousands of titles on DVD and Blu-ray.

Chapter 5 : Full Circle â€“ A New TV Series on Audience Network | DIRECTV | Home Page
Full circle (Series r) by Carl Bernard Smith, , MacMillan edition, Unknown Binding in English - Teacher's ed edition.

Chapter 6 : R-VAN Series Rotary Nozzles | Rain Bird
Full Circle Series. likes. Full Circle Series: Celebrating Our Age. Events to enrich intergenerational conversation about
the gifts and challenges of.

Chapter 7 : The Secret Circle (TV series) - Wikipedia
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Online shopping from a great selection at Books Store.

Chapter 8 : F.A.R.M. Full Circle - F.A.R.M. Cafe - Non-profit Restaurant in Boone, NC
Full Circle ( TV series), a short-lived daytime TV serial starring Dyan Cannon and Jean Byron Full Circle ( TV series), a
TV series by Audience Network "Full Circle", a Hercules: The Legendary Journeys episode.

Chapter 9 : Full Circle - Rock, Blues, and R & B
Home Delivery Delivered THURSDAYS: To maintain the freshness of your produce from our farm to your table, your
delivery will be quietly left on your doorstep between pm (the night before) and am* on your delivery day noted above.
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